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Codebook to Data on ego attributes of farmers in AgroCO2ncept  

Variable-names Question  Coding 

ego_id Unique answer ID of network interview participant Number 

part_year In what year have you joined the project  
AgroCO2ncept Flaachtal?  Year input  

satisf How happy are you with the project? Ordinal variable (5= Very happy; 1 = Very 
unhappy)  

consider Do you feel that your interests and opinions are taken 
into account in the decision-making processes within 
AgroCO2ncept? 

Ordinal variable (1= No, not at all; 5 = Yes, very 
much)  

reduc_success_proj Do you think AgroCO2ncept has so far been successful 
regarding its greenhouse gas reduction target?  

Ordinal variable (1= No, not at all; 5 = Yes, for 
sure) 

part_again Would you decide to participate again today?  Ordinal variable (0 = No; 1= Yes; 2 = Maybe) 

furt_reduc Do you consider to implement further mitigation 
measures on your farm?  

Ordinal variable (0 = No; 1 = Yes; 2 = Maybe)   

reduc_success_farm How well have you reached your personal greenhouse 
gas reduction targets agreed upon in AgroCO2ncept 

Ordinal variable (1 = Not reached at all; 5 = Fully 
reached)  

CC_import How important is climate change mitigation for your 
decisions on the farm?  

Ordinal variable (1 = Not at all; 5 = Very much)  

CC_import_change How important is climate change mitigation for your 
decisions on the farm today compared to 10 years 
ago?  

Ordinal variable (1 = Much less important; 5 = 
Much more important)  

 


